
Galaxies 1           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

myth      
gym      
Egypt      
pyramid      
mystery      
lyric      
oxygen      
physics      
symbol      
system     
 
Galaxies 2          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 young      

 touch      
 double      
 trouble      
 country      
 enough      
 couple      
 rough      
 tough      

 courage     
 

 

 



Galaxies 3          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 echo      

 character      
 stomach      
 ache      
 choir      
 Christmas       
 chef      
 machine      
 brochure      

 parachute     
 
Galaxies 4          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 league       

 catalogue       
 dialogue       
 plague      
 vague       
 technique       
 unique      
 antique        
 plaque        

 mosque       
 

 

 



Galaxies 5          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

scenario      

 scene      
 scenery      
 science      
 scientist      
 scissors      
 fascinate      
 crescent      
 abscess      

 ascend     
 
Galaxies 6             Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 vein      

 beige      
 reign      
 veil       
 weigh      
 eight      
 neighbour      
 eight        
 they      

 obey     
 

 

 



Galaxies 7          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 unable      

 unhappy      
 unlucky      
 disagree      
 discover      
 disappear     
 misspell      
 mistake         
 return      

 recycle     
 
Galaxies 8          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 dangerous     

 famous      
 marvellous     

 adventurous      
 nervous     
 enormous      

 jealous      
 fabulous      
 generous      

 ominous     
 

 

 



Galaxies 9         Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 measure      

 treasure      
 pleasure      
 enclosure      
 closure      
 creature      
 figure      
 future       
 mixture      

 nature     
 
Galaxies 10         Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 confusion      

 conclusion      
 decision      
 division      
 exclusion      
 explosion      
 inclusion      
 invasion      
 occasion      

 television     
 

 

 



Galaxies 11          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

forgetting      

forgotten      
beginning      
beginner         
preferring      
preferred        
travelling      
traveller      
occurring         

forbidden     
 
Galaxies 12          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

gardening      

gardener     
limiting      
limitation      
limited     
budgeting      
budgeted     
visiting     
visited     

visitor     
 

 

 



Galaxies 13          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 subdivide     

 submarine      
 interfere      
 interrupt     
 supermarket     
 superstar     
 anticlockwise      
 antibiotic      
 autograph      

 automatic     
 
Galaxies 14          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 incorrect      

 incredible     
 independent     
 impossible     
 impose     
 impact     
 important      
 irregular      
 irresistible     

 irritate     
 

 

 



Galaxies   15             Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

information      

adoration      
sensation      
preparation      
admiration      
investigation      
frustration      
operation      
elation      

relation      
 
Galaxies 16         Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

humorous      
glamorous      
courageous      
gorgeous      
various      
mysterious       
obvious      
previous     
hideous      

righteous      
 

 

 


